We provide new causal evidence that keeping up with the Joneses behavior causes financial distress by examining whether lottery prizes of random dollar magnitudes increase bankruptcy filings of very close neighbors of the winner. We find that a 1% increase in the lottery prize causes a 0.04% rise in subsequent bankruptcies among the winners' close neighbors. We also provide evidence on conspicuous consumption as a mechanism for this causal relationship. The size of lottery prizes increases the value of visible assets (e.g., houses, cars) but not invisible assets (e.g., cash, financial assets), appearing on the bankruptcy balance sheets of neighboring bankruptcy filers.
Introduction
The keeping up with the Joneses hypothesis (originating with authors such as Veblen, 1899, and Duesenberry, 1949) states that an individual's utility is related to matching the consumption of the individual's social reference or peer groups. A mechanism for keeping up with the Joneses is conspicuous consumption, where individuals attempt to signal increased status by consuming specific goods that are more visible to their social reference or peer groups.
While the keeping up with the Joneses literature is very large, recent research by Georgarakos, Haliassos, and Pasini (2014) ; Bertrand and Morse (2016) ; and others has focused on the specific argument that if keeping up with the Joneses behavior is financed by the unsustainable accumulation of debt, then this can lead to increased financial distress for the peers. The aim of this paper is to provide new causal evidence on the hypothesis that peer effects in consumption can lead to financial distress for the peers.
While issues of peer effects have long been of considerable interest across many areas of finance and economics, providing empirical evidence of peer effects faces significant empirical identification challenges such as the reflection problem (Manski, 1993) . In brief, when examining how peers influence the choices of each other, it is often difficult to identify who affects whom and how. Our strategy to overcome the identification challenges of the reflection problem uses exogenous income shocks from randomly sized lottery wins in the context of very small neighborhoods (in our case, Canadian six-digit postal codes containing a median of 13 households). We argue that, on the date of the lottery win, the income of the lottery winner will increase by the random and exogenous size of the lottery prize, while the income of her very close neighbors will remain unchanged. Thus, we can causally identify how increasing one peer's income and consumption affects other peers' financial distress and bankruptcies.
Our identification strategy (lottery winners within small neighborhoods) is similar to Kuhn, Kooreman, Soetevent, and Kapteyn (2011) , who provide evidence that lottery winners increase conspicuous consumption that is visible to close neighbors and that those close neighbors of the lottery winners, in turn, also increase conspicuous consumption. While our identification strategy (lottery wins in neighborhoods) is similar to Kuhn et al. (2011) , we examine a very different question; specifically, whether the keeping up with the Joneses type behavior of the neighbors of lottery winners can result in financial distress because the increased consumption is financed by unsustainable debt.
As emphasized by Georgarakos, Haliassos, and Pasini (2014) , the issue of whether peer effects generate an increase in consumption is conceptually very distinct from the issue addressed in this paper, of whether that increase in peers' consumption generates subsequent financial distress. It is indeed possible that keeping up with the Joneses behavior could increase peers' consumption without triggering increased financial distress. For example, the increase in peers' consumption could be financed by a reduction in savings, without recourse to increased debt. Alternatively, the increase in peers' consumption could be financed by an increase in labor supply, as documented by Neumark and Postlewaite (1998) . In a related paper, Coibion, Gorodnichenko, Kudlyak, and Mondragon (2014) argue that banks may be reluctant to extend credit to poorer individuals in higher inequality neighborhoods, which would curtail both keeping up with the Joneses behavior and related financial distress.
Our contribution is to provide new causal evidence on the link between keeping up with the Joneses behavior and financial distress by using the identification strategy that exploits randomly sized income shocks of lottery winners relative to their nonlottery-winning neighbors.
We examine the hypothesis that, if an exogenous income shock from a lottery win causes an increase in conspicuous consumption by both the winner and her neighbors and if this increased consumption causes financial distress for the neighbors because it is financed by an unsustainable buildup in debt, then we should observe a subsequent increase in bankruptcy filings from the neighbors following the date of the lottery win.
Similar to other papers using lottery wins for identification (e.g., Imbens, Rubin, and Sacerdote, 2001; Hankins, Hoekstra, and Skiba, 2011) , our identification strategy exploits the random dollar size of lottery wins across all lottery winners, conditional on winning the lottery.
For this reason, our specifications only examine neighborhoods where there is a single lottery win and compare the impacts of large lottery wins on neighbors' bankruptcies with the impacts of small lottery wins on neighbors' bankruptcies. We test the prediction that larger lottery wins should cause more bankruptcies from nonlottery winning neighbors compared with smaller wins. Our data match the universe of lottery winners to the universe of bankruptcy filers in a specific Canadian province. We are able to match these two databases because we can observe the name and six-digit postal code (median of 13 households) of every individual in both databases. We define neighborhoods as the six-digit postal code (containing a median of 13 households), where we can observe both the universe of lottery prizes won and the universe of bankruptcy filings. Because we can observe both the dollar magnitude of every lottery prize and the universe of every bankruptcy filing in that specific postal code, we can examine whether the random magnitude of the lottery prize has a causal impact on future bankruptcies of the very close neighbors of the lottery winner.
Our main finding is that a larger lottery win will lead to more bankruptcy filings from close neighbors of the lottery winner compared with bankruptcy filings of close neighbors of a smaller lottery winner. In terms of economic magnitudes, our main finding is that an increase in the dollar amount of a lottery prize significantly increases the number of subsequent bankruptcy filings by very close neighbors of the lottery winner (i.e., within the same six-digit postal code).
In the 0-to 2-year event window after the date of the lottery win, where there is a base of 0.46 bankruptcies per postal code over the three-year window, a 1% increase in the lottery prize in the postal code significantly increases the number of subsequent bankruptcy filings in that postal code by 0.04%.
We also find that there is heterogeneity in the strength of our estimated peer effects across neighborhoods of different types. Our estimates indicate that peer effects are stronger in poorer neighborhoods relative to richer neighborhoods. This is consistent with evidence from the social psychology literature (e.g., Bianchi and Vohs, 2016 ) that poorer individuals are more likely to cultivate relationships with close neighbors. Similarly, we find that our estimated peer effects emerge faster in urban neighborhoods relative to rural neighborhoods. This is consistent with the argument of Han and Hirshleifer (2016) that it is easier to observe the consumption of close neighbors in urban neighborhoods relative to rural neighborhoods. The size of the economic effects in these subsamples is substantially larger than the effects in the whole sample.
While our main evidence shows that keeping up with the Joneses causes financial distress, using a similar identification strategy, we are also able to provide additional evidence that conspicuous consumption serves as a mechanism for the relationship between keeping up with the Joneses and financial distress. The conspicuous consumption hypothesis focuses on the specific products that are purchased and predicts that individuals who attempt to keep up with the Joneses will be more likely to purchase conspicuous or visible products that can be observed by their relevant social reference or peer groups. The previous literature on the conspicuous consumption hypothesis (e.g., Charles, Hurst, and Roussanov, 2009; Agarwal, Qian, and Zou, 2016; Bertrand and Morse, 2016) has empirically distinguished between products that are more visible to peers (e.g., houses, cars, jewelry) or less visible to peers (e.g., cash, financial assets).
The testable implication of the conspicuous consumption argument, when examining issues of financial distress, is that it should be the consumption of goods that are visible to close neighbors, rather than the consumption of goods that are invisible to close neighbors, that leads to financial distress.
We are able to provide new evidence on this argument by exploiting the full balance sheets of bankruptcy filers in our data. We find that bankruptcy filers who filed for bankruptcy following a larger lottery win of a close neighbor have significantly larger holdings of visible assets (e.g., houses, cars, motorcycles) relative to the holdings of these same visible assets by bankruptcy filers who filed for bankruptcy following smaller lottery wins of a close neighbor. On the other hand, we find no significant relationship between the size of a neighbor's lottery win and bankruptcy filers holding of invisible assets. In terms of economic magnitudes, in the 0-to 2-year event window after the date of the lottery win, a 1% increase in the size of the lottery win leads to a 0.27% increase in the house value of neighboring bankruptcy filers and a 0.21% increase in the car value of neighboring bankruptcy filers, as reported on the bankruptcy balance sheet on the date of the bankruptcy filing. In similar tests examining differences in the value of invisible assets (e.g., cash, financial assets), we find no significant differences between bankruptcy filers whose neighbors had relatively larger or smaller lottery wins.
Relationship to the Literature
This paper provides empirical evidence on two hypotheses. The first examines whether keeping up with the Joneses causes financial distress, while the second examines whether conspicuous consumption of visible (rather than invisible) goods is a mechanism by which this process operates. We discuss each in turn and how it relates to previous research.
Does Keeping Up with the Joneses Cause Financial Distress?
The closest paper to ours in terms of our main hypothesis is Georgarakos, Haliassos, and Pasini (2014) , who also directly examine whether keeping up with the Joneses behavior is linked to financial distress. The data and methodology that Georgarakos et al. (2014) uses, however, is very different from ours. Their main source of data is a survey asking respondents whether they perceive their income to be lower than that of other members of their social circle. The main finding of Georgarakos et al. is that such perceptions of low income relative to the social circle are related to measures of possible future financial distress (e.g., debt service ratios). As noted by Georgarakos et al. (2014) , however, their data only allow them to examine measures of possible future financial distress (as measured by the debt service ratio and the loan-to-value ratio), while our data allow us to capture actual financial distress as measured by individual bankruptcy filings. Bertrand and Morse (2016) provide "indirect" (p. 3) rather than causal evidence to address the main hypothesis of this paper -that keeping up with the Joneses is related to increased debt and increased financial distress. They use data from the Consumer Sentiment Survey to document that the nonrich report to be "worse off financially" (p. 3) when exposed to the rich. In addition, they document, using state-level bankruptcy data, a positive correlation between the number of bankruptcies per state-year and top income levels. An important similarity between our paper and Bertrand and Morse (2016) is their use of counts of consumer bankruptcy filings in a geographic area to measure financial distress.
While our main hypothesis is very similar to that of Georgarakos et al. (2014) and Bertrand and Morse (2016) , our data and identification strategy are quite different. Our use of lottery winner data within the context of very small neighborhoods allows us to address the challenge of the reflection problem (Manski, 1993) inherent in testing for peer effects. We examine neighborhoods with a single exogenous income shock to one neighbor and no income shocks to any other neighbors. The randomization in our identification strategy comes from the fact that conditional on winning the lottery, the dollar magnitude of the lottery win will be random. This allows us to compare the impact of large lottery winners with the impact of small lottery winners, where the magnitude of the lottery win is random.
While our paper is the first to examine the effect of exogenous income shocks (from lottery winnings) on the bankruptcy filings of very close neighbors, a variety of papers have examined the impact of exogenous income shocks on the consumption choices of very close neighbors. As described earlier, Kuhn et al. (2011) explore the impact of lottery wins on the consumption choices of very close neighbors of the lottery winners, where their neighborhoods are defined by Dutch postal codes (with an average of 19 households). They find that a neighbor winning the lottery has a significant effect on the consumption of nonlottery winning neighbors.
Similarly, Angelucci and De Giorgi (2009) test the effect of exogenous government cash transfers on the consumption and debt choices of close neighbors. They also find that close neighbors of the transfer recipients increase consumption, in spite of not receiving the transfers themselves. They show that this increased consumption by the neighbors is financed by debt and gifts and by a reduction in savings. This evidence that the increased consumption by the peers is, to some extent, financed by increased debt is consistent with the argument in this paper. Several other recent empirical papers have also provided evidence on peer effects in consumption.
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Recent theoretical work has also addressed these issues. Han and Hirshleifer (2016) argue that, because consumption is more salient than nonconsumption, individuals overestimate their peers' actual consumption, which causes them to increase their own consumption. Han and Hirshleifer (2016) contrast their visibility bias hypothesis with the standard, Veblen-type, keeping up with the Joneses hypothesis tested here. In their model, the authors show that even individuals with the same wealth can overconsume because of the visibility bias, while in the Veblen models, overconsumption will only occur with an actual variation in wealth between peers. Because our context examines actual increases in income from lottery wins, we are able to provide evidence on the Veblen-type keeping up with the Joneses hypothesis but not the Han and Hirshleifer (2016) visibility bias hypothesis.
Our study is closely related to Hankins, Hoekstra, and Skiba (2011) , who also exploit the exogenous variation in lottery prize size to examine the effect of exogenous income shocks on bankruptcy. However, these authors focus only on the impact of a lottery win on the bankruptcy of the lottery winner herself (in the Appendix to this paper, we replicate the main regressions using our data). By contrast, the focus of our paper is on the effect of lottery wins on the bankruptcy filings of very close nonwinning neighbors. follow many other studies that have examined the effect of various exogenous shocks on the bankruptcy of the recipient of the shock. Thompson (2016) finds an impact of income inequality on the accumulation of debt across the income distribution. Coibion et al. (2014) find that the poor in high-inequality areas have less debt than the poor in low inequality areas, which they ascribe to banks constraining the supply of credit to the poor in high-inequality areas. Bricker, Ramcharan, and Krimmel (2014) provide evidence that is consistent with the rich attempting to "keep ahead of the Joneses" rather than the poor "keeping up with the Joneses." Evidence in favor of keeping up with the Joneses is provided by De Giorgi, Frederiksen, and Pistaferri (2016) , who define social networks as including workplace colleagues.
2 For example, Fay, Hurst, and White (2002) ; Gross and Souleles (2002) ; Agarwal and Song (2015) ; and many others.
While our study examines the impact of peer effects in consumption on a specific financial outcome (e.g., household bankruptcy, financial distress), a large volume of literature in finance has examined peer effects in the context of various financial choices, including choices relating to stock market participation and financial asset allocation, 3 the market for loans, 4 choices relating to retirement plans, 5 and foreclosure and house prices. 6 Our main hypothesis is also related to the large macroeconomics literature linking income inequality to financial distress, which is often based on the premise that greater income inequality will generate more keeping up with the Joneses behavior, thus leading to financial distress. Much of this income-inequality-based research is motivated by the finding of Piketty In addition to the papers cited previously, our use of lottery winner data forms part of a growing literature using lottery winnings as a measure of exogenous income shocks in a variety of other contexts. 9 In terms of nomenclature, some papers in this lottery winner literature refer to lottery wins as income shocks (e.g., Kuhn et al., 2011) , while others refer to lottery wins as wealth shocks (e.g., . In this paper, while we use the term income shocks for a lottery win, it would also be possible to use the term wealth shocks, given that a lottery win can be considered either a wealth shock or an income shock.
Conspicuous Consumption as a Mechanism for the Relationship Between Keeping

Up with the Joneses and Financial Distress
The second hypothesis we empirically examine in this paper is whether conspicuous consumption serves as a mechanism for financial distress following keeping up with the Joneses behavior. The hypothesis of conspicuous consumption (originating with authors such as Veblen, 1899, and Duesenberry, 1949) states that individuals will attempt to signal increased status by consuming high-status goods that are more visible to their social reference groups. Research on conspicuous consumption is typically based on evidence of the consumption of specific, more or less conspicuous, products. We test this hypothesis by exploiting our ability to observe the full balance sheets of all bankruptcy filers including both visible assets (e.g., houses, cars, motorcycles) and invisible assets (e.g., cash and financial assets).
Our focus on specific products follows the previous literature examining conspicuous consumption. Charles, Hurst, and Roussanov (2009) provide evidence that individuals from racial minority groups in the U.S. own a higher proportion of visible goods in their consumption bundles (specifically clothing, jewelry, and cars), which they ascribe to status seeking using costly signaling. Bertrand and Morse (2016) provide evidence that poorer individuals in highinequality states (and who may be more prone to keeping up with the Joneses behavior) will be more likely to purchase more visible products. Examples of more visible products in their study (based on Heffetz, 2011) include shelter, cars, and tobacco products, while examples of less visible expenses include health insurance, business services, and interest paid. Kuhn et al. (2011) also provide evidence that keeping up the Joneses leads to relatively poorer individuals purchasing products that are more visible. They find that a close neighbor winning the lottery has a very large and significant impact on the consumption of cars among the nonwinning neighbors and a less robust but still significant impact on the consumption of exterior home renovations. As noted by Kuhn et al. (2011) , cars and exterior home renovations are two of the most visible products that can be purchased.
Data
We use three main data sources for data on (1) lotteries, (2) bankruptcies, and (3) neighborhoods, which we discuss in turn. Full summary statistics of all data we use are reported in Table 1 for bankruptcy count data and Table 6 for balance sheet data.
Lottery Data
All of the individual provincial governments in Canada have monopolies over official lotteries run in their jurisdictions. The Canadian Survey of Household Spending (Marshall, 2011) shows that approximately two-thirds of all Canadian adults purchase a provincial governmentrun lottery ticket at least once a year. These data show that purchases of government-run lottery tickets are by far the most popular form of gambling undertaken by adult Canadians.
Our data include all lottery winners with more than C$1,000 in prizes between April 1, 2004, and March 31, 2014 , from a single Canadian province, provided to us by the provincial lottery organization (which, under the terms of our nondisclosure agreement, we are not able to divulge). 10 The provincial lottery corporation does not keep track of lottery wins of less than C$1,000; so, it was unable to provide us with data on such wins (which is similar to many other lottery studies in the literature). The lottery corporation provided us with data on each winner's name (first and last names), six-digit postal code, dollar magnitude of the lottery win, date of lottery win, and type of lottery game for each win. Figure 1 provides a histogram of the dollar magnitudes of all (n = 7,377) lottery prizes used in our sample. Figure 1 shows that, although there are a large number of smaller lottery wins of less than C$3,000, there are a significant number of larger lottery wins, with a maximum of C$150,000. As described earlier, these dollar magnitudes of lottery wins provide the key exogenous variation for our tests.
Bankruptcy Data
The Canadian bankruptcy regulator, the Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy (OSB), has provided our individual-level bankruptcy data. Because Canada has a single bankruptcy regulator (unlike the U.S.), our data include every bankruptcy filing in Canada.
There are two separate bankruptcy databases, which provide the dependent variables for the two main empirical sections of this paper. The first database provides complete data on the total annual counts of bankruptcy filings for each six-digit postal code in Canada for every year between 1994 and 2013. We use these postal code-level bankruptcy count data as our dependent variable to test the hypothesis that the exogenous size of lottery wins impacts the count of subsequent bankruptcies among the winner's close neighbors. We label this specification extensive margin tests because it examines whether exogenous income shocks to one neighbor leads to additional neighboring bankruptcies.
Although our bankruptcy count data allow us to examine how many individuals in a neighborhood filed for bankruptcy after neighboring lottery wins (i.e., the extensive margin), the OSB has also provided us with the full balance sheet of individual bankruptcies filed electronically. 11 These balance sheet data are required by law from every bankruptcy filer and are submitted to the OSB using OSB Form 79. These data are all publicly available because a bankruptcy filing is by design a public legal document. These individual bankruptcy balance sheet data form the second of our two main bankruptcy databases. We label this bankruptcy balance sheet database intensive margin data because it reflects the characteristics of individual filers rather than the counts of filers in a neighborhood. We use these individual-level balance sheet data to run intensive margin regressions examining how the size of a lottery win affects the individual balance sheet characteristics of neighboring bankruptcy filers.
Neighborhood Data
Our main geographic unit of analysis and our definition of "neighborhoods" are Canadian six-digit postal codes, which contain a median of 13 households. These areas are extremely While our bankruptcy data allow us to measure the exact number of bankruptcies in every postal code and every DA, no other publicly available data exist to describe the characteristics of individual six-digit postal codes because these areas are so small. Statistics Canada does, however, provide data on observable neighborhood level characteristics from census data for each DA in Canada. In particular, Statistics Canada provides DA-level data on neighborhood characteristics such as income, income distribution (which we use to compute Gini coefficients), unemployment, age, education, homeownership, and gender, which we use in our analysis.
Relative Magnitude of Lottery Shocks to Income
An important element of all lottery-based studies is whether the magnitudes of the lottery prizes are salient relative to individual income levels. In Figure 1 , we provide a histogram of the dollar magnitudes of all lottery wins in our sample, and, in Figure 3 , Panel A, we provide kernel densities of median DA income at the DA level taken from Canada census data. These figures report data from the 7,377 lottery wins and matched DAs in our main sample, described later. Figure 1 shows a large mass of small lottery prizes and a very long tail of larger lottery prizes up to a maximum of C$150,000. Figure 3 , Panel A, shows that the mean of the median DA income data across the DAs in our study is C$31,000. In other words, the larger lottery prizes are clearly very salient relative to median DA income, but the smaller prizes are somewhat inconsequential (later, we describe the quartiles shown in Figure 3 , Panel A).
Research Design
Our identification strategy is to examine lottery wins of exogenous and random dollar magnitudes. Our strategy is similar to much of the existing literature exploiting the random nature of lottery prizes (e.g., Imbens et al., 2001; and others) in that we restrict our sample to lottery winners (in our case, neighborhoods with a single lottery win), and compare large lottery wins with small lottery wins. This way, we can avoid having to compare lottery winners with non-lottery winners, who may be systematically different because non-lottery winners may be nonlottery players.
Inclusion of Postal Codes with Only a Single Lottery Win
Our research design restricts our sample to neighborhoods where there is only a single lottery win over the period of our data. The primary reason for this is based on the very long event windows in our study (five years after the lottery win and five years before the lottery win for the placebo tests) and the difficulties in interpreting the impact of multiple events (i.e., multiple lottery wins in the postal code) within the same event window. By restricting our sample to only postal codes with a single lottery win over the period of our data, we have a clean test with a single exogenous shock in which the magnitude of the shock is random. The reason we require such long event windows reflects the finding from the bankruptcy literature (e.g., , and many others) that the lags between an exogenous shock and a bankruptcy filing are long and variable. Our event window lengths are exactly the same as in .
Removal of Fixed-Prize Lotteries
A central element of our identification strategy is that the dollar magnitude of the win should be randomly assigned. Our lottery winner data include details of the exact nature of each type of lottery game; thus, we are able to identify and remove lottery wins in which there is a fixed rather than a random payout. In the majority of lottery games included in our data, the amount of the win is determined by dividing the size of the pool by the number of winners (i.e., the amount of the win is random). In some of the lottery games in our data, the amount won is determined by how many correct numbers are chosen (e.g., all six correct numbers result in a payment of C$100,000, while each fewer correct number chosen results in sequentially lower payments). Because of the variation in the amount won across winners, which is conditional on the number of random numbers chosen, we include such games in our study. Some lottery games in our data, however, have a fixed payout (e.g., "every winner wins C$1,000"), which we exclude from our study. These excluded fixed lottery prizes have no influence on the sample of included random lottery prizes because random lottery prizes are independent of fixed lottery prizes or any other shocks to the neighborhoods, which we show in the following section.
Removal of Very Large Winners
We also exclude from our sample all very large lottery wins of more than C$150,000.
Both Imbens et al. (2001) and also exclude extremely large lottery winners from their samples (which can be many million dollars in magnitude) to reduce the possible impact of very large outliers. Our choice of C$150,000 as the cutoff is exactly that of . There are only 105 winners with prizes above C$150,000.
Removal of Winners Who Also File for Bankruptcy
Our research focuses on nonlottery-winning neighbors of a lottery winner who subsequently file for bankruptcy; thus, it is not appropriate to include in our data winners who themselves filed for bankruptcy. Hence, we identify and exclude lottery winners in a postal code who also filed for bankruptcy. 12 There are 824 lottery winners in our sample who filed for bankruptcy at some stage in our sample (either before or after the lottery win), all of whom we exclude from our main sample. To identify such individuals, we exploit the fact that our data include the first and last names and six-digit postal codes of all bankruptcy filers and of all lottery winners. Because of the very small size of postal codes (median of 13 households), we argue that it is unlikely that two individuals with the same first and last names would live in the same postal code. We argue that our ability to match individuals based on first and last names and six-digit postal codes is very high.
Even though the main focus of this paper is on the impact of lottery winners on the bankruptcy filings of neighbors, in the Appendix, we also report regression results examining the impact of lottery winnings on the winner's own bankruptcy filings, which is very similar to the 12 We delete any personal identifiable information (PII) after this exercise. No PII is used in any analysis.
tests run by . Overall, these results are somewhat similar to those reported by , showing that larger lottery wins postpone bankruptcies of winners relative to small lottery wins. However, these coefficients are only marginally statistically significant (at the 10% levels), possibly because of a small sample size and low statistical power issues.
Winners Who Subsequently Move from the Neighborhood
An important issue raised by is the possibility that large lottery winners may be more likely to move out of the neighborhood compared with small lottery winners. As is the case with , our data do not allow us to observe whether lottery winners subsequently move from the neighborhood.
We argue, however, that our study examining the impact of winners on their neighbors provides us with important econometric advantages in this regard relative to most studies in the lotteries literature, which examine the impact of lottery wins on the winners themselves. If large winners in our study moved to new neighborhoods after their win, we argue that they would at least have some influence on their original neighbors during the period from the date of their win to the date of their move. So, if there was a reduced impact on neighbors because large winners moved out of the neighborhood, this reduced influence would bias our estimated coefficients (which reflect the extent to which winners influence neighbors) toward zero. In other words, the significant coefficients that we report later are significant despite the possibility that some large winners may have moved from the neighborhood at some date after their win.
By comparison, in many winner-focused lottery studies, if a winner moves before the outcome of interest (e.g., bankruptcy), then that winner would typically not appear in the data.
Because data matching in these studies typically involves matching names and addresses in both lottery data and outcome data, if an individual winner moves before the outcome of interest occurs, she will not be matched in the data. However, in our neighborhood-based study, all lottery-winning neighborhoods (postal codes) appear in our data whether or not the lottery winner subsequently moves to another neighborhood. 
Tests of Identifying Assumptions
The central identifying assumption in the methodology comparing large and small lottery wins (e.g., Imbens et al., 2001; and others) is that the size of the lottery win, conditional on winning, should be random. In other words, no observable and unobservable variables should be correlated with the size of the lottery win. To test this assumption for neighborhood observables, we run essentially the same test as those authors by regressing the (log) size of the lottery win against a large number of observable variables. In our case, we are interested in neighborhood-level observables and derive the list of observables from DA-level census data (the full list of these census variables is provided in Table 1 ). Table 2 reports results for this test. This OLS regression results in an F-statistic for the joint significance DA-level neighborhood variables of 1.06 with a p-value of 0.382 and an R-squared value of 0.003. In other words, these results confirm that this large list of neighborhood observables has no predictive power on the dollar magnitude of the lottery win (conditional on there being a single lottery win in that neighborhood). Figure 3 , which shows the median income in each DA and the Gini coefficient for each DA, also provides additional graphic evidence of this lack of a relationship between DA observables and lottery win size. In both panels of Figure 3 , we plot the distribution of these variables across all DAs in our sample for each of four lottery prize quartiles based on the size of the lottery win. As can be seen in both panels, the distributions of DA median income and Gini coefficient across the four quartiles are essentially indistinguishable from each other, thus confirming visually the statistical finding that there is no relationship between lottery win size and observable DA characteristics.
Extensive Margin Tests: Neighborhood Bankruptcy Counts
As described earlier, we have two main hypotheses in this paper. The first examines whether exogenous lottery shocks affect the total counts of bankruptcies in that postal code neighborhood (labeled extensive margin tests). The second examines the role of conspicuous consumption by testing the effect of exogenous lottery shocks on more or less visible balance sheet assets of individual bankruptcy filers (intensive margin tests). We describe each in turn.
Extensive Margin Model
All of our tests exploit the exogenous variation in the size of the lottery win, conditional on there being a single lottery win in the postal code over the course of our sample. For this reason, the basic structure of our tests is an event study-type cross-sectional specification in which the event date of interest (the date of the lottery win) is set equal to t = 0. This crosssectional specification, with event dates set relative to time t = 0, is essentially the same as used by . As in a standard cross-sectional event study-type specification, we use various event windows before and after the lottery win to examine how the coefficient of interest changes over various time periods after the win.
Our basic model, which only includes neighbors from within the same postal code as the lottery winner, is as follows:
where subscript p represents postal code of the winner and subscript d represents the DA of the winner. Because, by design, there is only a single lottery win in each postal code, the subscript p captures each separate lottery win. As in the literature (e.g., Imbens et al., 2001; , this is an event study-type specification, where all events (lottery wins) are set to occur at time t = 0.
The dependent variable represents the number of bankruptcies in postal code p for a variety of different event windows relative to t = 0. Because our dependent variable is a count variable, we use the Poisson specification. The key independent variable is the log of the lottery win size, occurring at time t = 0. Given that this is a neighborhood-level regression (our dependent variable is the number of bankruptcies coming from winner's neighbors within the postal code), we only include neighborhood-level rather than individual-level controls. Time-invariant neighborhood controls are measured at the DA neighborhood area d and are taken from census data (a full list of these controls is provided in Table 1 ).
We also include lottery-related fixed effects, δ, capturing the year of the lottery win (to capture business cycle variation), and a fixed effect, α, for each of the different types of lottery game (product) provided by the provincial lottery corporation. In terms of event window length,
we provide results for both groups of years (Table 3 ) and individual years (Table 4) . These long event windows, which examine event windows from five years before to five years after the event date 0, reflect the well-known conclusion in the bankruptcy literature that the lag between an exogenous shock and the decision to file for bankruptcy is long and variable (e.g., . Table 3 uses similar event windows as : 0 to 2 years and 3 to 5 years. We also examine event windows before the winning (-1 to -2 years and -3 to -5 years) to test if they are statistically insignificant and consistent with parallel trends in postal codes receiving various shocks from lotteries. In Table 3 , the smaller number of observations in the 3-to 5-year sample compared with the 0-to 2-year sample is because our bankruptcy data end in 2013 and the lottery data end in 2014. Thus, for some winners in later years (up to 2011), we can observe bankruptcies in 0 to 2 years after winning but not in years 3 to 5.
Full Sample Results
The results in Table 3 , Panel A, report results for our full sample, with multiple years in each event window. We find significant and positive coefficients in the event windows after the event date, indicating that the dollar magnitude of a lottery win will increase subsequent bankruptcies in the individual postal code. No coefficients are statistically significant in the event windows before the lottery win, which supports our identifying assumptions. The coefficient in the 0-to 2-year event window in Panel A is equal to 0.02 and is significant at the 5% level, while the coefficient in the 3-to 5-year event window is significant at the 10% level. In terms of economic magnitudes, our estimated coefficient for the 0-to 2-year event window implies that a 1% increase in the dollar magnitude of the lottery win across all postal codes with a single lottery win will cause a 0.04% increase in subsequent bankruptcy filings in that postal code. As can be seen in the summary statistics (Table 1) , this increase in bankruptcies is from a base of 0.455 bankruptcies per postal code over the 0-to 2-year event window. We can empirically test the prediction that peer effects among close neighbors are larger than peer effects among neighbors slightly farther away. Our main test in Table 3 , Panel A, uses as a dependent variable bankruptcy counts within the winner's postal code (median of 13 households) but excludes the winner's bankruptcy. In Table 3 , Panel B, we use as the dependent variable bankruptcy counts per postal code of neighbors who are slightly farther away, which we define to be bankruptcies occurring within the winners' DA area (outlined in red in Figure 2 ) but excluding the winner's own postal code. We define these slightly more distant neighbors as outer rings. We measure bankruptcy counts per postal code in the outer ring as the annual number of bankruptcies divided by the number of postal codes in the outer ring. Our predication is that we should not find significant coefficients in the outer rings examining the bankruptcies of more distant neighbors. Table 3 , Panel B, provides the results of these tests for outer ring neighbors for event windows of multiple years, while Table 4 , columns 3 and 4, present results of these tests for single years. As predicted, we find no statistically significant results for the slightly more distant neighbors in the outer rings. These test results are consistent with our argument that very close neighbors are a more relevant peer group compared with neighbors slightly farther away and that the effect of peer comparisons is very local and quickly dissipates with distance.
Neighborhood Heterogeneity
To examine how neighborhood heterogeneity affects our results, in this section, we provide results for various subsamples defined based on the observable neighborhood characteristics from census data. Statistics Canada provides a large amount of observable censuslevel data for each DA in Canada (approximately 200 households on average), and we are able to match each DA to each postal code in Canada (median of 13 households) as displayed in Figure   2 . Table 5 reports results for the previously given specification, in which we categorize postal codes based on observable measures of low income, income inequality, and urbanization level.
We discuss each in turn.
Neighborhood Heterogeneity: Income
The central element of our empirical design in this paper is the assumption that close neighbors are an appropriate social reference group. One important result documented in the social psychology literature, however, is that there is heterogeneity in the extent to which close neighbors are an important reference group across neighborhoods of different types. For example, Bianchi and Vohs (2016) document that neighbors are more important as peer groups in poor neighborhoods compared with wealthier neighborhoods. In particular, Bianchi and Vohs (2016) provide evidence that poorer individuals spend more time socializing with close neighbors compared with richer individuals, using data from the General Social Survey and the American Time Use Survey. Bianchi and Vohs (2016, p. 2) suggest that one possible reason for this finding is that poorer individuals are more likely to cultivate relationships with close neighbors because those neighbors could be used to provide "sporadic instrumental support" (e.g., unexpected child-care needs). Because richer individuals have more resources, they will typically require less of this kind of sporadic instrumental support from neighbors; thus, the rich will be less likely to cultivate close neighbors as members of their social network.
This heterogeneity in the importance of neighborhood relationships across neighborhoods of different income levels, documented by Bianchi and Vohs (2016) The coefficients in Table 5 , Panel A, are larger and different from zero at higher levels of significance (5% level for the 0-to 2-year event window and 1% level for the 3-to 5-year event window) than the full sample results reported in Table 3 , Panel A. Table 5 , Panel B, shows that no coefficients are significant for postal codes with below-median levels of low-income individuals. These results are, therefore, consistent with the argument that the specific peer effects between close neighbors documented in this study (lottery winners causing neighboring bankruptcy filings) are stronger in poorer neighborhoods.
Neighborhood Heterogeneity: Income Inequality
The second form of heterogeneity across neighborhoods we examine is neighborhood income inequality. The basic premise of our identification strategy in this paper is that a large lottery win in a neighborhood will increase keeping up with the Joneses behavior among close neighbors of the winner, leading to more consumption peer effects and more financial distress.
The previous literature has shown that income inequality can lead to keeping up with the Joneses behavior and conspicuous consumption (e.g., Bertrand and Morse, 2016 ). An extension of this argument is that a lottery win in a neighborhood that already has high preexisting levels of income inequality before the lottery win will even further exacerbate these consumption peer effect processes, leading to larger impacts on subsequent neighborhood bankruptcies, compared with similar lottery wins in neighborhoods with lower levels of preexisting income inequality.
The testable prediction of this argument is that the peer effects results in our main tests should be greater in higher income inequality neighborhoods compared with lower income inequality neighborhoods. Table 5 , Panels C and D, report coefficient estimates based on splitting the sample at the median level of DA Gini coefficient. Panel C reports results for DAs with above median income inequality, and Panel D shows results for areas with below median income inequality. Panel C shows significant coefficients for the 3-to 5-year event window (at the 1% level), which are both larger and more precisely estimated compared with our full sample results in Table 3 , Panel A. Table 5 , Panel D, shows that no coefficients are significant for the sample of below-median income inequality DAs. These results are consistent with the prediction that a large lottery win will have a greater impact in high-income inequality neighborhoods relative to low-income inequality neighborhoods because the lottery win will further exacerbate keeping up with the Joneses behavior within the neighborhood.
Neighborhood Heterogeneity: Urban vs. Rural
In Table 5 , Panels E and F, we examine a different form of heterogeneity based on urban or rural character of neighborhoods. This heterogeneity is based on the observation of Han and Hirshleifer (2016) that "urbanization is associated with a higher intensity of social interaction and observation of the consumption of others" (p.4). Han and Hirshleifer (2016) , thus, predict that urbanization will be correlated with the strength of consumption-based peer effects between close neighbors. Table 5 , Panel E, examines only postal codes within DAs in Canada classified by Statistics Canada as being urban and inside metropolitan statistical areas. Canada is a largely urban country, which is reflected in the sample size of the urban postal codes in Table 5 , Panel C, being a relatively large fraction of the total sample. The results in Panel E show that in the 0-to 2-year event window, the estimated coefficient is both larger and estimated with greater precision compared with the full sample estimate in Table 3 , Panel A, (significant at 1%, whereas the full sample estimate was only significant at 5%). Canada. Interestingly, while the coefficient for the 0-to 2-year event window is not statistically significant, the 3-to 5-year event window's coefficient is large and significant at the 5% level.
This result may suggest that financial distress after keeping up with the Joneses may take longer to appear in rural neighborhoods compared with urban neighborhoods examined in Table 5 , Panel E. This finding is roughly consistent with the Han and Hirshleifer (2016) argument that it is easier for urban individuals relative to rural individuals to observe the consumption patterns of neighbors.
Intensive Margin Tests: Visible or Invisible Assets
The 
Intensive Margin Model
Our intensive margin specification is as follows:
Our dependent variable is the value of a particular asset appearing on the balance sheet of a bankruptcy-filing neighbor of a lottery winner. The key independent variable is the log of lottery win size, which comes from the database of lottery winners (one per postal code) used in the extensive margin tests. Because the intensive margin specification is at the level of the individual (nonlottery winning, bankruptcy-filing neighbor), we can also include individual-level controls of the bankruptcy filing neighbor (i) in addition to the neighborhood controls used earlier. Table 6 provides details of these controls. Similarly, because these tests are at the level of the individual bankruptcy filer (i), we can also include dummies for each of the 17 different "reasons for financial distress" given by filers when they file, as reported by the OSB. Table 6 also describes these reasons. As in the extensive margin specification, lottery-specific fixed effects (i.e., lottery product and lottery winning year fixed effects) are also included.
We examine a variety of different specifications to categorize the various balance sheet measures of the different assets in bankruptcy of winners' neighboring bankruptcy filers.
Summary statistics for all of the various bankruptcy balance sheet assets are reported in Table 6 .
Because the distributions of these bankruptcy balance sheet assets have very long right tails, we take log of these asset values and use them as dependent variables. We also add 1 to all values to make log of 0 value equal 0, not missing. As an additional robustness check, instead of adding 1 to all 0 observations, we transform all asset values using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation (Burbidge, Magee, and Robb, 1988; and MacKinnon and Magee, 1990) . Our results using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation are essentially identical to our results using the transformation adding 1 to zero asset values; they are available upon request.
It is important to note, however, that, because our bankruptcy balance sheet data only report assets owned by the bankruptcy filer as of the date of the bankruptcy filing, we are not able to observe the date at which any asset was purchased. This feature of our data implies that we are not able, for example, to examine whether the purchase of any asset occurred before or after the date of the neighbor's lottery win. However, the assets that we define as visible (e.g., cars, houses, motorcycles) also have another important feature, which is that they are all durable assets. All of these assets provide a stream of consumption services over time, and all can be disposed of at any time. Thus, the fact that a bankruptcy filer owns a particular visible durable asset at the date of the bankruptcy filing and did not dispose of it prior to the filing date is indicative of choices made by that individual regarding the stream of consumption services from that asset in the period between the date of the lottery win and the date of the bankruptcy filing.
Our measure of durable assets, taken from a balance sheet at a single point in time, is somewhat similar to that of Kuhn et al. (2011) in their study of lottery wins on the consumption of close neighbors. Kuhn et al. (2011) find that neighbors of lottery winners own more cars at a specific date after the lottery win. They measure car assets via survey data of neighbors, using a measure that "combines information on both the number and quality of cars" (p. 2238) at the specific date of the survey. Our approach is similar to that of Kuhn et al. (2011) in that we also measure the assets of neighbors at a specific date after the lottery win (i.e., the date of the neighbor's bankruptcy filing), although in our case, we can observe the actual dollar value of the car (or house or motorcycle) as reported to the bankruptcy regulator. Kuhn et al. (2011) also provide evidence that lottery wins can affect exterior house renovations of lottery winners, thus increasing housing values of winners. This visible consumption mechanism could explain how neighbors of lottery winners can attempt to keep up with the winners using exterior home renovations and increase their house value. While we are not able to observe specific renovation expenditures of winners and neighbors to test this mechanism directly, this argument regarding visible house renovations is consistent with our findings regarding house values reported on the bankruptcy balance sheet.
Intensive Margin Results
We report results for our intensive margin balance sheet tests for multiple years in Table   7 and for single years in Tables 8 (years after the event date) and 9 (years before the event date).
In each cell of these tables, we report the effect of the lottery prize size in that neighborhood on various balance sheet amounts reported by nonwinning bankruptcy filers in that neighborhood.
In these tables, we only report a single coefficient (on the log of lottery win size) from each regression. Full results are available upon request.
Our main result in Tables 7 and 8 is that we find statistically significant coefficients for cars, houses, and motorcycles. These coefficients are significant in the 0-to 2-year event window
in Table 7 and year 2 in Table 8 . In other words, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that the larger the lottery prize of a neighbor, the greater the value of visible assets on the balance sheets of the winner's neighbors who file for bankruptcy after winning. When examining invisible assets such as cash and financial assets, we do not find any significant coefficients. We generally do not find significant coefficients for the tests examining balance sheets of bankruptcy filers before the lottery win for either groups of years (Table 7) or single years ( Table 9 ). The results in Table 7 imply that, in the 0-to 2-year event window after the date of the lottery win, a 1% increase in the size of the lottery win leads to a 0.27% increase in the house value of neighboring bankruptcy filers and a 0.21% increase in the car value of neighboring bankruptcy filers on the date of the bankruptcy filing.
Our findings regarding statistically significant coefficients for visible assets (specifically cars, houses, and motorcycles) can be compared with the lack of significant coefficients for invisible assets (specifically cash and financial assets) reported in Tables 7 and 8 . In other words, our results indicate that, while a large (relative to a small) lottery win by a neighbor will increase the value of visible assets reported on bankruptcy balance sheets, such a relationship is not evident for invisible assets on the bankruptcy balance sheets of the neighbors. For individuals who file for bankruptcy after the lottery win of a neighbor, therefore, the size of the lottery win of their neighbor will affect their holding of visible but not invisible assets. We argue that these results are consistent with the hypothesis that conspicuous consumption is a mechanism through which keeping up with the Joneses behavior causes subsequent financial distress for peers.
Conclusion
This paper provides new causal evidence that keeping up with the Joneses behavior leads to financial distress. Our identification strategy uses lottery prizes of random magnitudes as exogenous shocks and measures how these shocks affect bankruptcy filings by very close neighbors of the lottery winner.
Using Canadian administrative data, we can observe the universe of lottery winners and the universe of bankruptcy filers within Canadian six-digit postal codes containing a median of 13 households. We find that the magnitude of a lottery win causes a significant increase in bankruptcy filings within the winner's postal code in the 0-to 2-year event window. A 1% increase in the lottery prize causes a 0.04% increase in subsequent neighborhood bankruptcies.
Using unique data on bankruptcy balance sheets, we also provide evidence that conspicuous consumption plays a role in this causal relationship. We find that the larger the magnitude of a lottery prize, the larger the value of visible assets (e.g., houses, cars, motorcycles)
on the balance sheets of close neighbors of the winner who file for bankruptcy after the lottery winning. On the other hand, we find no such relationship for invisible assets (e.g., cash, financial assets).
Our results are of importance because they provide causal evidence on the hypothesis, recently proposed by Georgarakos et al. (2014) and Bertrand and Morse (2016) Notes: This table reports the marginal effect of the log of the lottery prize on the number of bankruptcies in the winners' neighborhoods excluding winners' own bankruptcies in four event windows. This effect is estimated using a Poisson model in Panel A and OLS in Panel B. The number of bankruptcies per postal code in the outer ring is defined as all DA bankruptcies divided by the number of DA postal codes minus 1. This number is not integer; hence, OLS are used with these data. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in the text. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the marginal effect of the log of the lottery prize on the count of bankruptcy in the winners' closest neighborhood (postal code) and outer neighborhood (DA excluding the postal code). Both bankruptcy numbers exclude winners' own bankruptcy filings. Postal code effects are estimated using Poisson models, and outer ring effects are estimated by OLS. OLS are used in outer rings because of noninteger values of bankruptcies per postal code in these data. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in the text. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the marginal effect of the log of the lottery prize on the number of bankruptcies in the winners' closest neighborhood (postal code) excluding winners' own bankruptcy filings in four event windows. This effect is estimated using a Poisson model. Subsamples are defined based on medians of census variables. Urban vs. not urban definitions are based on metropolitan statistical areas. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in the text. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the effect of the log of lottery prize on the log of asset value. All coefficients are from separate OLS regressions with log of assets value + 1 as the dependent variable. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in Table 6 and the text. These coefficients may imply that the value of conspicuous consumption assets in bankruptcy increases in lottery size for filers after neighbor's lottery winning. Lottery size has no effect on the ownership of invisible consumption assets. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the effect of the log of lottery prize on the log of asset value. All coefficients are from separate OLS regressions with log of assets value + 1 as the dependent variable. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in Table 6 and the text. These coefficients may imply that the value of conspicuous consumption assets in bankruptcy increases in lottery size for filers after neighbor's lottery winning. Lottery size has no effect on the ownership of invisible consumption assets. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the effect of the log of lottery prize on the log of asset value. All coefficients are from separate OLS regressions with log of assets value + 1 as the dependent variable. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. Control variables are described in Table 6 and the text. These coefficients may imply that the asset values of bankrupts are not related to lottery size before neighbor's lottery winning. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Notes: This table reports the effect of the lottery prize size on winners' probability to file for bankruptcy. This effect is estimated using a Logit model with a binary filing indicator as the dependent variable. The sample consists of all individual winners in single winning postal codes (Panel A) and all postal codes (Panels B and C) with random prize lotteries and prizes between C$1,000 and C$150,000 won between 2004 and 2014. All specifications include lottery product and winning year fixed effects. When included, the control variables consist of DA-level Gini coefficient, median income, population density, region's influence on urban core, DA numerical literacy, unemployment rate, family breakdowns, homeownership, age and gender distributions, and education levels. We consider individual winners with randomly sized prizes of more than C$1,000 and less than C$150,000. Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
